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Highlights

▪ WMS Integration improvement: additional Beas functions display 

PMX WMS “Batch” and “LUID” level locks (reservations) and available stock

▪ WMS integration - Closing of Beas Work orders considers WMS locks and can 

delete existing WMS reservations

▪ Debug log - Performance improvement of upload file creation and better 

formatting of SQL statements in the log

▪ APS - material check considers all planned and to-be-planned work orders

▪ MRP - Performance improvement of Order recommendations with Sales and 

Purchase Blanket agreements
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Beas Manufacturing 2024.04

WMS Integration 
Total reserved quantities consider WMS Batch / LUID locking levels in additional screens

Window: mrp_view_masterrahmen

NEW: 
In this version the following functions were 
added to consider WMS Batch/LUID locking 
levels in Total reserved quantities:

- Material requirements
- WO Transfer request
- MRP

In MRP, this is supported when the “MRP Scenario > 
Detail > Inventory > Balance: Reservation Consider” 
parameter is activated. 

Note: In MRP, Reservations associated with WMS 
customers are subtracted from the total available 
quantity, and therefore are not considered in the 
MRP to be used in any order or work order of the 
same customer.
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Beas Manufacturing 2024.04

WMS Integration

        NEW: 

As a further improvement in 
our modification of the 
Reservation system and WMS 
integration, now Beas 
considers all supported WMS 
locks and can delete existing 
WMS reservations when 
closing Beas Work orders.
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Beas Manufacturing 2024.04

APS

Consider planned Work orders not in list (BETA)

NEW functionality: 

In the past the Material check in APS was calculated 
only based on the work orders that were selected in 
the APS view list.

Now we have a new BETA option in the APS 
Calculation type that allows the Material check to 
consider work orders that already have the status 
"APS planned".

This means all the planned WO's will influence the 
available material, regardless of whether they are 
part of the orders to be calculated or not.

system_option_struktur.psr
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Beas Manufacturing 2024.04

Debug Log – Performance improvement

NEW FUNCTIONALITY: 

The performance of the Debug log has been 
enhanced in the following way:

- improved speed for creating the upload file
 
- better formatting of the SQL statements in 
the log

- removed issue with some SQL queries that 
could not be executed in e.g. "MS SQL 
Management Studio"
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Beas Manufacturing 2024.04

MRP 

Calculation fix for SAP Blanket 
agreements

BEFORE: 
Calculation created for Sales 
blanket agreements resulted in 
duplicated demands in the Order 
recommendation if the blanket 
agreements had more than one line 
in SAP with different delivery dates 
for each.

AFTER FIXING: Beas now inserts 
only one entry per calculated “Date 
of requirement”.



2024 Planned releases

This is the current state of planning and may be changed by Boyum IT Solutions at any time.

B1 USABILITY PACKAGE2024 Roadmap

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

              

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

2024.02 2024.04 2024.09 2024.112024.06



sales@boyum-it.com

boyum-solutions.com

youtube.com/user/boyumit

twitter.com/boyumit

Facebook.com/boyumit

linkedin.com/company/boyumit/

Contact

Boyum IT Solutions A/S
Headquarters (Denmark)

Boyum IT Solutions

Sintrupvej 7 1b, 1th

DK – 8220 Brandbrand
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